Abstract. The fast multipole method (FMM) performs fast approximate kernel summation to a specified tolerance ǫ by using a hierarchical division of the domain, which groups source and receiver points into regions that satisfy local separation and the well-separated pair decomposition properties. While square tilings and quadtrees are commonly used in 2D, we investigate alternative tilings and associated spatial data structures: regular hexagons (septree) and triangles (triangle-quadtree). We show that both structures satisfy separation properties for the FMM and prove their theoretical error bounds and computational costs. Empirical runtime and error analysis of our implementations are provided.
1. Introduction. In the original FMM works by Greengard and Rokhlin [7] , multipole expansions are executed along hierarchical centers of hypercube arrangements that span an input domain. In the two dimensional case, the center of expansions can be mapped to a set of lattice points where their Vornonoi diagrams [1] represent cell boundaries. That is, cell boundaries represent the equidistant points between nearest lattice points. For a square lattice configuration on the Euclidean plane, this equates to a square tiling and a general hypercube arrangement in higher dimensions. Composing or decomposing these tilings naturally leads to a self-replicating hierarchical quadtree data structure [11] that preserves local separation and well-separateness pair decomposition (WSPD) properties in [4] . This is necessary for the FMM to load-balance across levels and achieve linear runtime.
While the square lattice has been used by the FMM and the closely related treecode algorithm [2] since their inceptions, we are not aware of other lattice configuration having been explored. In this paper, we investigate two alternative lattice groups that may be adapted into self-similar arrangements; Regular triangular and honeycomb lattice groups translate to regular hexagonal and triangle tilings. Although hexagonal tilings have been traditionally used in image processing [10] and triangular tilings for mesh navigation [9] , they have not been applied to the FMM domain. We show how these arrangements form the bases for geometry preserving septree and triangle quadtree data structures that we adopt and implement for the hierarchical 2D FMM. Computational costs and error bounds induced by the data structures are derived to be comparable to that of quadtree.
The outline of this paper is as follows: Section 2 provides an algorithmic preface of a hierarchical FMM for two dimensional coulombic equations. Section 3 illustrates separation properties that emerge from the tilings. Section 4 details a set of auxiliary functions shared amongst all data structures. Sections 5 and 6 introduce respective septree and triangle quadtree data structures and their implementations. Section 7 derives level invariant separation ratios. Section 8 provides an analysis of error bounds and computational costs. Section 9 presents empirical results that validate the theoretical analysis. Section 10 concludes the paper and remarks on the generalizability of the data structures to higher dimensions.
Fast Multipole Method.
The basic goal of the FMM is to evaluate the effects of a set of potentials denoted by source points x i with strengths u i on a set of receiver or target points y j . A potential is approximated upto an error bound via a series of hierarchical multipole expansions arranged over the spatial domain. In section 9, the algorithm is demonstrated on the 2D coulombic potential with kernel function
over the complex plane though the discussion applies to general kernels. The total evaluation at a target point j is
An overview of the FMM algorithm is provided in [3] . For brevity, the expansion and translation operators in [12] and [6] for the coulombic kernel are omitted.
Separation Properties.
A local separation property for multipole expansions and translations guarantees a minimum separation distance between points assigned to non-adjacent tiles. Geometrically, two circles that circumscribe and inscribe a tile and its adjacent neighbors in Figs. 3.1 bound a region. Formally, the separation ratio r/R of radii between minor and major circles induces an error in the series expansion and so affects the number of truncation terms for a lower error bound provided in section 8. The WSPD property defines a minimum separation distance between multipole to local (M2L) centers for translation. Formally, the distance between separated sets in Fig. 3 .2 is expressed in terms of the ratio ρ/r and used to estimate the number of truncation terms. To extend the local separation and WSPD properties beyond a basic tile, a concept of a cell is defined as a superset of tiles that shares a number of geometric and functional properties. For square and regular triangle tiles, cells are decomposable into smaller self-similar units. For square and regular hexagon tiles, cells are composable into larger aggregates. These hierarchical organizations give rise to indexable quadtree, septree, and triangle-quadtree data structures that when adapted for the FMM share the following attributes:
1. Separation: Cells satisfy local separation and WSPD properties across all levels. 2. Indexing: Cell indices satisfy some order relation in memory. 3. Spatial addressing: Cell centers are computable from addresses and query points can find its bounding cell. CellCenter(n, l). Returns the point coordinates of the center of cell n on level l.
CellIndex(x, y, l). Returns a cell n on level l that contains point (x, y).
Children(n). Returns cell indices of children cells of cell n.
Parent(n).
Returns a cell index of the parent of cell n.
Neighbors(n, l). Returns cell indices on level l that share a vertex with cell n on level l.
NeighborsE4(n, l). Finds cell indices required for M2L translation via
5. Septree. The septree data structure is an upward composable hexagonal tessellation of the Euclidean plane. While the basic hexagon units cannot be subdivided into self-similar components, they may be aggregated into larger hexagonal-like groups. A base 7 indexing scheme begins on level l max with hexagon cell index 0 7 centered at the origin and adjacent to neighbors with indices {1, . . . , 6} tiled in a counter clock-wise direction. Aggregates of seven hexagonal cells on level l max form a single cell on level l max − 1 where they can be tiled and indexed in a similar fashion as seen in Fig. 5 .1a. Radial symmetry properties of the hexagon tessellation on level l max give rise to the base 7 Generalized Balanced Ternary (GBT) [5] for cell indexing. This is investigated in section 5.1 and its properties are exploited for a number of the FMM functions. Neighbors(n, l). The level independent neighbors of cell n are the pairwise GBT summations between cell index n 7 and the unit directions in Fig. 5 .2a. To adjust for the level, cell indices greater than 7 l − 1 are removed. The Neighbors(n, l) procedure is as follows:
1. Let N 7 = n 7 ⊛ {1, . . . , 6} 2. Return indices in N 10 that are less than 7 l
CellCenter(n, l). The center of cell n on level l is geometrically found via a series of translations along zero-extended components of index n 7 . For notation, let index t = n 7 and component t 1 be the left-most digit. The cell center is expressed as where |t| is total number of components and function T : Z 2 → R 2 extends the i th component of t with |t| − i zeros and returns the corresponding vector to the cell from the origin, e.g. the cell center of index 342 7 is the sum of vectors to the cell centers of indices {300, 40, 2} 7 . The zero-extended i th component is the GBT summation of three shorter zero-extended components. The base case in table 5.3a shows how successive GBT summations of a unit index j and twice 1 + (j mod 6) yield a zero-extended j0. For i < |t|, zero-extending the components ignores the preceding zeros, e.g. 10 7 ⊛ 20 7 ⊛ 20 7 = 100 7 . This is expressed by the relation and b = a √ 7. Hence, successive zero-extensions of a component t i are rotated by θ radians with magnitude a i+1 = a i √ 7 with a base magnitude a 0 = r √ 3.
The function T (t, i) can now be expressed in polar coordinates
gives the translation in a Cartesian coordinate system. The CellCenter(n, l) procedure is as follows: CellIndex(x, y, l). An approximation of the cell that contains the query point (x, y) is found via a change of basis To address this issue, boundary conditions are checked by observing that hexagonal edges are the Voronoi diagrams of equilateral triangular lattice points. That is, hexagonal edges represent points equidistant between nearest lattice points. The query point (x, y) that falls within a hexagon would be the nearest neighbor of its center or lattice point. Furthermore, the query point may be bound between four neighbouring candidate lattice points in Fig. 5.4b . If the lattice points are defined w.r.t. axes v 2 , v 3 as
then the candidate lattice points have coordinates
Finding the nearest lattice point w.r.t. the query point (b, c) after converting back to Cartesian coordinates via eq. 5.4 yields the hexagon and its respective cell index t = n 7 . The first l components or t 1:l is the the cell index on level l. The CellIndex(x, y, l) procedure is as follows:
1 Similar to [9] , the adjacent neighbor of cell n in direction k is found with an ancestor-siblingreflect method in the adjacentNeighbor(n, k) procedure:
1. Search for the closest common ancestor containing a sibling in direction k. For notation, let cell index t = n 4 and matrix D in 
Return cell index t
To find all neighbors that share a vertex with cell n, make a set of recursive calls to adjacentNeighbor(n, k) in Fig. 6 .1b. The Neighbors(n, l) procedure is as follows: where function F : Z 2 → R 2 returns a vector to cell index t i that is adjusted for level and orientation, e.g. the cell center of index 302 4 is the sum of vectors to cell centers of indices {3, 0, 2} 4 on levels {1, 2, 3} with orientations {1, −1, −1}.
To determine the orientation of index t on level l, observe that the orientation only flips for center cells in Fig. 6 .2a. This is the zero-parity of cell index t (even is 0, odd is 1) adjusted for level l and the number of components |t|. The function
returns 1 for the up orientation, and −1 for the inverted orientation. To determine the orientation of component t i , make a query to isUp(t 1:i , l − |t| + i) where cell index t 1:i is the level adjusted ancestor. Note that triangle centers for components t i = 0 are equivalent to its ancestor's center as no translations are necessary. The function F (t, i) can now be expressed in polar coordinates
where radius R is scaled by a factor of two per level in Fig. 6 .2a. The CellCenter(n, l) procedure is as follows: CellIndex(x, y, l). A cell index t = n 7 contains point (x, y) on level l if all ancestor cell indices t 1:l also contain it. Since triangles descendants are contained within ancestor triangles, a search proceeds from level 0 to l s.t. successive descendant triangles contain point (x, y).
Observe that triangle edges form Voronoi diagrams of regular hexagonal lattice points. That is, the triangle edges represent points equidistant between nearest lattice points. Hence, a query point (x, y) that falls within a triangle is also the nearest neighbor of the triangle's center or lattice point in Fig. 6.2b .
To track the progress of triangle centers, denote point (u, v) as the current center. Note that triangle centers for components t i = 0 are equivalent to its ancestor's center. That is, if a center triangle is found to be the nearest neighbor, then the current center remains unchanged while the vertical orientation up flips. In polar coordinates, denote the three triangle lattice points about the origin as To show that septree local separation and WSPD ratios are level invariant, consider the base case in Fig. 3 .1b where ratio r/R = 1/2. For successive levels, lattice points induce Voronoi diagrams that form rotated and scaled hexagonal boundaries that intersect points along minor and major radii r and R in Fig. 7.1a . The rotation and scaling are proportional to eq. 6.3 adjusted for level i. The WSPD distance ρ = r in Fig. 7 .1b and local separation ratio are preserved as the induced hexagonal boundaries are self-similar to the base case. To show that the triangle-quadtree local separation ratio is level invariant, observe that ratio r/R = 1/2 for the same level in Fig. 6 .2a. On successive levels, a major radius R is equivalent to the minor radius r from the preceding level and can be computed from eq. 6.4. The WSPD ratio ρ/r = √ 7 − 2 in Fig. 7 .2 is derived in appendix E. Similar to the quadtree, the level invariance stems from self-similar tiling arrangements with the base case in Fig. 3 .1c. To estimate the costs of a hierarchical FMM, a uniform source and target point distribution over the data structure's geometric domain is assumed [8] . The total computational costs w.r.t. the quadtree, septree and triangle quadtree are derived in appendices A, B and
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(M + N + 46.65(M N ) .5 )p Table 8 .1: FMM properties for quadtree, septree and triangle quadtree where p is the number of truncation terms for each expansion, P4 is number of M2L translations per cell, P2 number of cells in neighborhood, ρ is the multipole to local separation distance and S opt the optimal number of points per cell C. The overall costs depend on a density quantity S opt of source and target points per cell. This density quantity is a function of the number of M2L translations P 4 and the number of neighbor cells P 2 which is optimized by equating the number of M2L translations to the number of direct evaluations per cell. Substituting density S opt back into the FMM total costs yields the optimal FMM costs listed in table 8.1. The total FMM costs also depend on the number of truncation terms p which are chosen a priori to guarantee a minimum error bound. This quantity depends on the kernel expansion and translation formulations as specified in [12] . Maximum absolute error bounds [6] are written in terms of local separation ratio r/R and WSPD ratio ρ/r between M2L translations. For a multipole expansion and translation, the absolute error is bounded by
For a M2L translation, the absolute error is bounded by
Last, the local to local translations are exact. For a fixed number of truncation terms, the total optimized cost for septree is slightly greater than that of quadtree as the lower neighbor count does not fully compensate for the greater number of M2L translations per cell. The triangle quadtree is less cost efficient in both categories and so yields a larger leading coefficient term. For multipole expansions, the larger local separation ratios r/R in both septree and triangle quadtree suggest wider error bounds than that of quadtree. For M2L translations, the smaller WSPD ratio ρ/r for septree suggests a tighter error bound than that of both quadtree and triangle-septree. This last property may have considerations in setting the maximum l max of the data structure.
9. Experiments. To validate the theoretical FMM costs and error bounds from section 8, a set of test cases suitable for uniform conditions for each data structure is generated. That is, the input domain consist of S opt uniformly random source and target points fitted to each cell. A regular polygon point picking method in Fig. 9 .1 handles the various tile geometries. For a regular cell, the polygon is subdivided into disjoint isosceles triangles per edge where halves of triangles are rearranged to form rectangles. Uniformly random points (x, y) are picked from this rectangle and a third uniformly random variable z assigns the point to one of the isosceles triangles. To modify the total number of source and target points, the total number of occupied cells is reduced. The runtime results for a variable number of source and target points in Fig. 9 .2 match the theoretical estimates. All three hierarchical FMM data structures obtain linear asymptotic runtimes. The basic quadtree data structure outperforms the septree by a small margin for both max levels l max . The triangle quadtree performs the slowest out of the three. The direct method obtains a quadratic runtime and where an estimated cross-over point between the number of source and target points is between 10 3.5 to 10 3.75 . The error results in Fig. 9 .3 indicate a linear increase in error w.r.t. the number of source and target points N and M . The quadtree obtains the least error presumably due to the smallest local separation ratio. One explanation for the greater maximum error in the septree compared to the triangle quadtree is the larger number of corner points in the tiling where source-target point distances are minimized.
The runtime results for a variable number of truncation terms p in Fig. 9 .4 reveal a crossover point between septree and triangle-quadtree. This may be due to the greater number of M2L translations in the septree and the inefficiencies in the implementation where the translation matrices are computed on the fly. The error results in Fig. 9 .5 exhibit an exponential error loss for increasing truncation terms.
10. Conclusions. In this paper, we have shown that regular hexagonal and triangle tilings of the Euclidean plane generate septree and triangle-quadtree data structures that satisfy local separation and WSPD properties for the FMM. We derived their implementations and respective geometric properties with regards to FMM error bounds and costs. The empirical results validated the theoretical claims and have shown to be comparable to the original quadtree. While the quadtree remained ideal for a uniformly distributed data set, both the septree and triangle-quadtree may have applications for non-uniform domains, especially when the input is clustered about respective lattice points.
As a final remark, the septree's base hexagon unit is an order-3 permutohedron. Permutohedrons are (d − 1) dimensional polytopes embedded in d dimensional space that can tessellate the domain and is indexable via a similar GBT addressing scheme. Future work may investigate constructions of a permutohedron-tree and its separation properties in higher dimension. Appendix B. FMM Septree Costs. FMM evaluation costs before and after substituting optimal point density per cell for septree data structure in eqs. B.1 and B.2.
Ls , L = L * − L s , K = 7 L , P 4 = 42, P 2 = 7.
cost(FMM) = (M + N )P + K 7 6 (P 4 + 2) − 7 4 − P 4 7 2 6 P 2 + M (P 2 s + P ). 
